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Abstract: The methods of integral environmental impact assessment creation with the help of the efficiency
function model with standardized loads are being considered. The cartographic materials are proposed as
reference parameters, provided that the dispersed data will be transferred to the point one. For this purpose it
is recommended to build the network model of the area, methods of which is used successfully in the
geofiltration simulation.
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INTRODUCTION factors, that’s why here you can find the most complete

The attributes of technogenic development type are priority application of environmental protection measures
the high environmental capacity, exhaustive usage of taking into account the specifics of the natural conditions.
nonrenewable natural resources, hyper exploitation of For eastern Kazakhstan the state natural ecosystems and
renewable natural resources with the speed exceeding water resources, defining the development of agricultural
their reproduction, constantly growing impact to the fields, development of mining and processing industries,
environment exceeding  assimilation  possibilities  [1-4]. as well as possible development of recreation areas and
At  the  moment,  when social needs become proportional tourist destinations, define the quality of population life.
with biosphere possibilities and sometimes even exceed Semipalatinsk test site is one more powerful negative
them, the investigations devoted to the definition of the psychological factor. Therefore, the anthropogenic impact
maximum allowable anthropogenic pressure to the natural to the geosystems can be multidirectional, pointing out
systems for providing environmentally safe and healthy one more time the acuity of the issue of integral
life conditions, rational nature use and resource saving assessment of this impact [7-10].
become actual [5]. In the literary sources the different methods of

Geographical specifics of different natural systems complex environmental impact assessment for solving the
can smooth or reinforce the anthropogenic impact task of zoning are proposed, provided that the success of
demonstration, that’s why territory zoning based on level such assessment is defined a lot by the completeness of
of their total interaction will give the objective proof for the selection of the most significant factors and definition
the development and execution of differentiated system of of their role in the change of regional environmental
environmental actions [4, 6]. situation. Complexity of solving of such tasks determined

The biggest part of the territory of the Eastern the wide application of subjective expert methods and
Kazakhstan  more  or less suffers the anthropogenic creation of efficiency function model for their
impact, reinforced by the number of the negative natural objectification.

list of impact factors, allowing define the areas of the
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From other side, cartographic simulation were environment are used as threshold values and their
distributed more widely with the appearance of GIS- exceed leads to the breach of maximum allowed
technologies, allowing with the help of application and concentration of pollutants in the air, soil, underground
intersection operations automatically (objectively!) get and surface waters [11-16].
new content from the available component-wise digital As there is ecological niche of optimum
models of the territory. The huge number of different environmental conditions for every live form, the fact of
maps displaying different combinations of reference optimum value range existence for every impacting factor
parameters (layer application) and evaluation maps is quite natural, provided that variations are negative in
(intersection of regions of different parameters) appeared, both directions - increase and decrease from optimum
but problems of integral environmental impact assessment conditions. That’s why one of the key moments during
remained unsolved. At the same time these maps can impact assessment is partial estimate scale development,
serve as additional resources of rank-order background coordinating two groups of indicators, one of which
information. features the state of environmental factor and another one

The goal of the present work is integral – the state of the biotic component of the geo-ecosystem.
environmental  impact  assessment (CEIA) objectivity Please see the assessment logics in [17], looking like as
level increase for zoning the territory of eastern follows: study of factor and its indicators, collection of
Kazakhstan by combination the models of efficiency information about ecological relationships and detection
function of anthropogenic impact and network of feedbacks of biotic component, criteria selection and
representation of the cartographic information. development of particular estimation scales, factor impact

assessment and spatial variation setting that can be bring
MATERIALS AND METHODS away to the separate maps.

Variety of CEIA kinds is determined by the difference impact assessment amounts to selection of the set of
of the goals, methods, volume of the assessed parameters, most objectively specifying this factor and
components,  nature  of  the  parameters and objects. their assessment scale construction. During complex
While building CEIA in the absence of uniform method, assessment it’s necessary to consider not only the
the developers frequently introduce themselves the intensity of every environmental factor impact, but also its
concepts  of assessment integrity, its informativeness role (significance) in the composition of favorable or
level,  develop the methods of integral assessment negative conditions of bio systems existence. As the
getting, parameter dependency and their classification. significance of every environmental factor and direction
Parameter space distribution accounting transfers integral (plus or minus) of its impact is defined by the goal of
assessment to geoenvironmental, creating new criteria of integral assessment (opportuneness or non
environmental regional assignment of anthropogenic opportuneness from the positions of the object to be
impact to the study area taking into account the impacted), R. Pantle proposed to call the assessment
possibility of landscape self-regeneration. function as efficiency one and to select the simplest kind

Classic assessment of the state of natural systems is of such integral assessment as rectilinear multiregression
performed on the base of comparison with reference equation [18]:
systems and is possible during the measurement of the
environmental  quantitative   factor   exceeding  level. CEIA = air = a f  + a f  + …+ a f , (1)
Most often the different standards are acting as
references of the optimum state of the natural where  f  is  a  value of   concrete   environmental  factor
environment. But during assessment of the environmental (i = 1,2,…, n) in the view point; and a  is a weight
factor  impact to the state of environment, impacting coefficient considering directedness (by plus or minus)
factor dependency with the geosystem feedback to this and significance (weight) of this factor in the composition
impact shall be considered. Here comes problem of biotic of the total impact level.
component reaction threshold value fixation, when the In cases when the factors are described with a great
environmental factor impact becomes negative. Most deal  of  parameters  it is worth for each of them to build
often standards of maximum allowed emissions to the up  an  objective  function,   which   will   represent  partial

So, the problem of concrete environmental factor

1 1 2 2 n n

i
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ecological estimate. In other words, CEIA can be made up medium  into  the field of ecological and geographical
from the factors represented by individual parameters or (geo-ecological) researches gives us a method of transfer
partial ecological estimates. of distributed (cartographic) information into

For ease of use of this function the weighting factors concentrated (matrix) information. Aids on construction
are usually normalized by the sum of their absolute values of hydro-geodynamical models provide recommendations
by 100, 10 or 1. In order not to be concerned with great on selection of optimal sizes of elementary blocks of grid
numbers let’s take the last method. In this case an average models  depending  on  the  scope  of   researches  [20].
load on parameter shall make up 1/n. Increase in load over We successfully used this method before for analysis of
this value shows an enhanced role of the factor, described cartographic information with multivariate statistical
by corresponding parameter, in formation of general models [16].
situation with anthropogenic impact. Let’s  use  this  method  at   construction   of  grid

Hence in this case an objective function is geo-ecological model of Eastern Kazakhstan. This model
understood not mathematically - criteria at comparison of represents superposition of elementary blocks grid on the
alternatives  through  different   optimization  methods, maps of factual geo-ecological material, reduced to single
but as the function which realizes an objective of estimate. scale. At preparation of inventory map, which includes
At this time an optimization procedure reduces to simple the most significant parameters from ecological
examination of significance factor à  subject to condition perspective and matrixes of given data were used asi

of equality of sums of their absolute values to selected already existent maps, which reflect land-use pattern,
norm. distribution of landscapes and mineral deposits on the

As given equation doesn’t include the effects of territory and factual material, gathered in different
factors’ interaction, an accuracy of estimation will rise at ecological, hydro-geological and statistical services of
increase of their amount. Methods of engineering ecology Eastern Kazakhstan.
(in particular at construction of general ecological table) A map “Eastern-Kazakhstan oblast” published in
show  that  even  a  number  of factors equal to five [19] 1998 is taken as framework. Scale 1:1000000 , at which
are satisfactory with respect to accuracy. administrative borders, agglomerations, hydrography is

At performance of impact assessments one have to shown on a map. Besides, there were used the published
reckon with the fact of absence of qualitative data on Map of use of lands of Eastern-Kazakhstan and
affecting ecological factors, in this case one uses Delphi Semipalatinsk regions in Scale 1:1000000 ; Schematic map
approaches, which sum up accumulated experience on of arrangement of enterprises of mineral commodities-
research of impacts of different ecological factors, for this based industries - environment contaminants , developed
purpose we also offer to use different map material being by Eastern-Kazakhstan Altaian Department of Institute of
a simply ordered expert synthesis of a great number of Geology named after K.I. Satpaev and Eastern-Kazakhstan
source factual material (concentrated, that is attached to regional territorial administration of environmental
observation point). protection (EKR TAEP), map of T.S. Kertishov and others

For performance of tasks of zoning based on map Natural areas of preferential protection of Republic of
data we should solve inverse task - to carry over Kazakhstan in Scale 1:1000000 . Also there were used the
information distributed on the territory (parameter, materials of Institute of Geology AS (Academy of
reproduced on the map with a color or signs) into dotted Science) of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Institute of
information, qualified for construction of different Botany AS RK, Institute of Soil Sciences AS RK, RSE
mathematical models and CEIA. As information on (Republican State Enterprise) "Kazgydromet".
placement of initial observation points on a map is absent, Substantiation of selection of the most significant
we can break down each map into equal number of even parameters is specified in the work [21].
blocks and to tie all information, distributed on area of Selected from these maps parameters, which reflect
each block, to the centers of blocks - to build up grid anthropogenic load on the territory, were put on the base
model of a map. This method is used long ago in using the method of superposition. In the result of
hydrogeology at modeling of ground water filtration in matching of points and areas of demonstration of factors
continuous mediums. of anthropogenic load there was built a “Map of sources

By this means, distribution of hydrogeological of anthropogenic impact of geo ecological systems of
method of construction of grid model of continuous Eastern Kazakhstan”, shown in the Figure 1.
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Fig. 1: 

Factors of agriculture are marked out by enclosures complexes, tailing ponds, area of Semipalatinsk Nuclear
with colors: tillages, irrigated tillages, alkaline tillages, Test Site. The map also includes displays of natural
upland pastures, flooded pastures, stones weedy factors enabling self-regeneration of natural environment -
pastures and copsy pastures, copsy pastures, pine forests, forests, bogs, alkali soils, water bodies.
alkaline copsy pastures, forested pastures, alkaline Besides, specially protected areas of different levels are
pastures, saline pastures, flooded hay fields, upland outlined.
hay fields; pine forests on sands, forests, bogs, alkali As it seen from Figure 1, main anthropogenic load is
soils. concentrated in an area of the densest residence, that’s
Marked out with signs: mines developed and being why as an individual factor of anthropogenic pressure the
developed. population density was not considered.
Industrial hubs are covered with shading and According to the card of anthropogenic impact
designated by Arabic numerals: 1. Shemonayhinskii; sources one can single out the following parameters:
2. Ridderskii; 3. Priertiskii; 4. Serebryansko- Boharic tillages (Bt), Irrigated tillages (IT), Alkaline
Belogorskii; 5. Zyryanovskii. tillages (At); Upland pastures (Up), Flooded pastures
Specially protected natural areas are specified by (Fp), Stones weedy pastures (SWP), Stones weedy copsy
enclosures and Roman numerals: I state natural pastures (SWCP), Copsy pastures (CP), Alkaline copsy
reserve -Semey Ormany; state natural reserves: II pastures (ACP), Forested pastures (FP), Alkaline pastures
Zapadno-Altayskii, III Markakolskii, state nature (AP), Saline pastures (SP); Flooded hay fields (FHF),
sanctuaries: IV Nizhne-Turgusunskii, V Upland hay fields (UHF); Pine forests on sands (PFS),
Kukundzhuiskii, VI Tarbagatayskii; VII State natural Alkali soils (AS); Area of open water surface (AOWS);
park Katon-Karagayskii. Area of Semipalatinsk Open mining enterprises (OME), Underground mining
Nuclear Test Site is marked out with red broken line. enterprises (UME), Ore mining and processing mills

So anthropogenic load on a map is represented by For the purposes of construction of a grid model
the displays of main sources of anthropogenic impact: Sketch map was broken down into 187 blocks by regular
agriculture - tillages, hay fields, pastures and industrial grid, each block of which represents quarter of a sell of
hubs - mines, ore mines, concentrated plants, metallurgical standard grid for the Scale 1:1000000 (1° 1°).

(OMPM), Processing plants (PrP).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Therefore, the boundaries between the classes of

It can be seen from a list of parameters that they can map out them, will be performed on the values 2, 4, 6, 8
be divided into areal and local, at that similar parameters marks, reflecting an increasing level of impact of each
can be joined into groups and to make up partial objective factor on natural environment.
functions for them, which represent partial ecological For local features a mark was fixed by simple count of
assessments. As unit of measurement of areal parameters a number of their displays in a block (n) with further
we select conditional unit equal to  of part of a block,

then their dimensionless (scoring) assessment in each
block can be represented by area of their distribution
inside  the  b lock, measured in these conditional units.
Full area of each block (sum of displays of areal
parameters) made up 1 and in scores value 10 was
assigned to it.

Development of estimation scales for local parameters
due to almost full absence of assessments is an individual
task. At the first stage of research we took direct scoring
expert estimation, on the basis of volumes and types of
production, value of disordered area and level of
hazardous waste [21].

From a number of areal parameters three groups of
single-type parameters can be sorted out - groups of
parameters,  which  characterize  croplands (ChC),
pastures (P) and hay fields (HF). According to expert
estimation  of  their  relative role in disfigurement of
natural  landscape  the  type  of  partial objective
functions for them by analogy with (1) and with due
consideration  of  relative  contribution  of  a parameter
into landscapes’ degradation [17] can be presented as
follows:

IEE (Individual expert evaluation)ChC = 0,33BT +
0,36IT + 0,31AT (2)

IEE  = 0,1UP + 0,11FP + 0,1SWP + 0,09SWCP+  P

+0,13CP+ 0,08CP + 0,16 FP+ 0,12FP + 0,07SL (3)

IEE  = 0,55FHF + 0,45UHF (4) HF

There are no problems with substantiation of
estimation  scales  for  partial ecological evaluations,
which represent areal parameters as any one of them or
their sum always can cover the total area that is they will
be  assessed  by  mark 10 maximum or mark 0 minimum.
This  concerns  individual  areal  parameters   as  well
(Pine forests on sands, Alkali soils, AOWS). As before
[21], we take classification scale as linear scale of five
classes. Then for each class there are 2 marks (10/5 = 2)
and  classes  boundaries  will  take  the  values 1  – 0 2; factors obstructing negative change enter into objectivest

2  – 2 4; 3  – 4 6; 4  – 6 8; 5  – 8 10 respectively.nd rd th th

ecological loads of parameters, where it is necessary to

multiplying by its value, which reflects the scale of
production (m). Contribution of an enterprise into
degradation of medium was defined at this stage
exclusively by expert estimate, which was assigned
depending on the type of enterprise or process flow
sheet. These characteristics of an enterprise were
analyzed according to the data of statistical accounting.
With taking into consideration of accepted expert
estimates of contribution of each type of enterprise the
partial ecological evaluation will be the following:

IEE  = 0,34mOME•nOME + 0,11mUME•nUME +P

0,23mOMPM•nOMPM + 0,32mPrP•n PrP (5)

Equation (5), for which the proper expert estimates are
taken, shows the necessity of introduction of additional
parameters for accounting of non-mappable differences of
various enterprises of the same type. Besides, such
unnormalized parameters do not allow building estimation
scale only on the basis of generalities. As a number of
mining companies with mining-and-processing complexes
is given on a map with special signs, the sizes of which do
not reflect the scales of production and it is impossible to
specify their maximum amount in a block, so it is
impossible to perform theoretical justification of classes
boundaries. Classes boundaries for these partial estimates
are set for each specific case empirically after calculation
of scoring on all blocks of grid model and diapason
dividing into five classes, if we confident before of
availability of areas of ecological crisis on the territory
due to impact of mine facilities.

So, comparison of reflection of nature of different
parameters on a map of factual material demonstrates
impossibility of full formalization of complex ecological
evaluation construction until ultimate ecological loads of
mining companies on the territory will not be theoretically
justified.

In order to build objective function it is necessary to
evaluate the role of each factor (by the way of weighting
factor) and its action orientation. As our objective is an
assessment of anthropogenic impact, all factors, which
enhance this impact, will have positive loads and the

function with minus mark.
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Load intensity in objective function in first initial values of loads on unit the presented relative loads
approximation can be defined any, at that regulating an will take values greater or lesser its average value equal to
expert estimate relative to impact of the factors. The next 1/8, where 8 - a number of generalized or unit parameters
stage  of  definition  of loading is normalization of their in complex ecological estimate.
sum (without considering the direction of impact) by one. Now we have only to write the form of this objective
The final stage of selection of loadings on partial function, which reflects an impact of all complex of
ecological functions or individual parameters is the parameters according to (1):
procedure of their optimization, which is realized in the
simplest way of examination. The procedure of CEIA = impact = 0,09 IEE  – 0,09 IEE  – 0,13 IEE
examination of loads with preservation of normalization + 0,05 AS – 0,15 PFS –  – 0,18 AOWS + 0,13 Semipalatinsk
condition per unit lasts until the calculated values of Nuclear Test Site + 0,18 IEE (6)
objective function in control blocks with known
ecological situation will not take logically justified values. Received form of objective function is much

As factors obstructing negative change of natural simplified in comparison with its initial form in [21] and the
environment on our territory can be the pastures, which range of values between the highest and lowest values
partially restore its cleaning up role through substantial constringed. Further we have traditional stages of
increase  of  herbage  in  a  period of pasturage absence. ecological zoning according to [17]. General view of a map
So in objective function this factor should have negative of resultant map of zoning of the territory of Eastern
mark of loading and its approximation will be given by Kazakhstan is not changed essentially in comparison with
value 0,5. Hayfields are subjected to anthropogenic [21].
pressure much less than pastures, that’s why their role in
self-regeneration of landscapes is higher, respectively, CONCLUSION
initial  load on them is taken - 0,7. Traditionally cleaning
up role belongs to forest areas, represented by pine Use of method of construction of grid model gives a
forests on sands (-0,8) and open water surface (-1,0) - in method of transfer of dispersed (cartographic) information
our case. into concentrated (matrix) information and significantly

Pasture’s impact on a state of environment is expands a set of evaluated parameters.
ambiguous. As positive effect we can take air-moistening, Areal cartographic parameters are normalized by total
herbage, enabling air purification, water spreading on area of a block and this makes easier theoretical
irrigated areas. Negative consequences are soil construction of estimation scales. 
disturbance,  resalinization  and  saturation,  ground water The development of estimation scales for local
contamination  with  pesticides  and  fertilizers  surplus. parameters due to total absence of examinations is still
For accounting of complex impact of irrigation projects in cannot be formalized and we use expert methods of
consumptive man-induced impact on landscape ecological scoring definition in our example. 
situation of a region the initial value of load in objective Objective function used for partial and complex
function was given by coefficient 0,5. ecological estimates is understood not mathematically -

The factor marked out as Semipalatinsk Nuclear Test criteria at comparison of alternatives through different
Site is special. Its territory is not marked out through methods of optimization, but as a function which realizes
parameters entered into objective function: significant an objective of estimate. At this time an optimization
industrial and agrarian construction contamination is procedure reduces to simple examination of significance
absent; contamination of river is not marked out as well as factor a  subject to condition of equality of sums of their
natural radiation contamination. So traditional set of absolute values to the selected norm.
characteristics of environment contamination does not Use of the procedure of normalization of loads in
reflect impact of polygon, for accounting of which objective function, construction of partial objective
additional factors are required. These factors are functions for single-type parameters and normalizing of
breakdown of landscapes’ solid foundation, soil lumped parameters received by grid model substantially
contamination and high psychological tense of simplifies the form of integral objective function in
population. For accounting of this factor a high positive comparison with its initial form where direct expert
weighting load (0,7) is also taken. After normalization of estimates were used.

 ChC  Phf  HF

P
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Nevertheless, availability of even small amount of 9. Helming, K. and H. Wiggering, 2003. Sustainable
non-formalized parameters does not allow developing the Development of Multifunctional Landscapes.
standard form of estimation scales, that is subjectivity of Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, New York, pp: 286.
expert estimates is preserved, so our further efforts will be 10. Naidoo,  R.,  A.  Balmford,  R.  Costanza, B. Fisher,
aimed at research of comprehensiveness of a range of R.E.   Green,    B.    Lehner,    T.R.    Malcolm    and
main parameters for justification of estimation scales, T.H. Ricketts, 2008. Global mapping of ecosystem
suited for different man-induced loads. services and conservation priorities. Proceedings of
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